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	Infrared and Raman Spectroscopic Imaging, 9783527319930 (352731993X), John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The breakthrough of Raman, mid - infrared and near - infrared spectroscopy as practical imaging tools with rational measurement and evaluation times has only taken place in recent years, although Raman and infrared spectroscopy are well - established analytical techniques for research, quality assurance and process control since many decades. The driving force behind this technology jump was on the one hand the increasing demand for imaging techniques with high chemical selectivity and specifi city and on the other hand the commercial availability of suitable high - performance multi - channel detectors and the development of efficient evaluation and representation software. Thus, today not only the frequently asked questions about the qualitative and quantitative composition of a sample ( ‘ what ’ and ‘ how much ’ ) can be answered, but imaging investigations now also provide information as to ‘ where ’ different chemical species are located and how they are distributed among a heterogeneous sample. This book is devoted to illustrate the new insights which can be achieved and the multiplicity of applications which can be tackled in a variety of fi elds with this new technology.


	Basically, the book can be subdivided into three parts. In the first part the fundamentals of the instrumentation for infrared and Raman imaging and mapping and an overview on the chemometric tools for image analysis are covered in two introductory chapters. The second part comprises the chapters 3 – 9 and describes a wide variety of applications ranging from biomedical via food and agriculture to polymers and pharmaceuticals. Some historical insights are given as well. In the third part the chapters 10 – 15 cover special methodical developments and their utility in specifi c fields.


	We would like to thank all authors for their efforts and commitments to the timely publication of this volume being completely aware that writing a chapter for a book is an activity that is taken on in addition to one ’ s daily work. We would also like to acknowledge the superb job and support by WILEY - VCH in the final composition and edition of the book. Our greatest debt of gratitude goes to our wives for their patience and encouragement.
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Introducing .NET 4.5Apress, 2012

	Microsoft has introduced a large number of changes to the way that the .NET Framework operates. Familiar technologies have being altered, best practices replaced, and developer methodologies adjusted. Many developers find it hard to keep up with the pace of change across .NET's ever-widening array of technologies. The introduction of...


		

Beginning Visual C# 2010 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	C# is a relatively new language that was unveiled to the world when Microsoft announced the first version of its .NET Framework in July 2000. Since then its popularity has rocketed, and it has arguably become the language of choice for both Windows and Web developers who use the .NET Framework. Part of the appeal of C# comes from its clear...


		

Learning Management System Technologies and Software Solutions for Online Teaching: Tools and Applications (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2010

	With the rapid proliferation of distance learning, schools confront the difficult problem of choosing and managing an appropriate technological environment that fits their budget, technical resources, curriculum, pedagogy, and profile of the student body.


	Learning Management System Technologies and Software Solutions for Online...





	

Guide to the Wiring Regulations: 17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671:2008)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Guide to the Wiring Regulations    

    17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671: 2008)    

    

    Darrell Locke IEng MIEE ACIBSE, Electrical Contractors' Association, UK    

    

    Essential for electrical installers and installation...


		

Energy-Based Control of Electromechanical Systems: A Novel Passivity-Based Approach (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2020

	
		This book introduces a passivity-based approach which simplifies the controller design task for AC-motors. It presents the application of this novel approach to several classes of AC motors, magnetic levitation systems, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and rigid robot manipulators actuated by AC motors.

	The novel...


		

Google Power Tools BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The most thorough and comprehensive guide to Google 

Expand your world with the dozens of Google tools, applications, and services you'll find in this comprehensive book. Going well beyond the basics of search, this in-depth resource shows you how to access and apply every one of Google's features-things like Gmail, Google Maps, and...
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